Host Brc64-AGM says:
<Overview>  Kootenai Station will be visited by Major T'Keer and Admiral Travers to discuss a covert operation.  Everything discussed will be classified.

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<------ Begin Mission - 9910.13 -------->

CO_Regin says:
::sitting in the briefing room::

CTO_Krez says:
::shifts in his chair and turns toward the Admiral::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Sitting queitly in confrence room::

CSO_Temal says:
::turns in chair and faces front::

ADMTraver says:
::sits stiffly and looks at noone in particular::

EO_Lalin says:
::sits down in a chair::

MJRT`Keer says:
::paces around the backs of everyone's chair moving around the room::

FCO_Hicks says:
::Sitting in conference room::

CMO_Tae says:
:: sits down and looks around the room ::

ADMTraver says:
::looks over at the major and gives him a look::

OPS_Kerst says:
::watches T'keer out of corner of eye::

CEO_Megan says:
::in the briefing room, eyes on T'keer::

CTO_Krez says:
::keeps one eye on T'Keer the whole time::

CO_Regin says:
Admiral: Everyone is here

ADMTraver says:
::nods to the Captain:: thankyou.

EO_Lalin says:
::takes a look at T'keer and looks back at the table::

MJRT`Keer says:
::nods at the Admiral with a disturbinly Vulcanized eyebrow:: All: I am Major T'Keer of the Tal Shiar, as the Admiral has pointed out.

CSO_Temal says:
::watches Romulans closely and intently::

ADMTraver says:
Then we shall begin.

ADMTraver says:
::nods to the major to continue::

MJRT`Keer says:
::stops behind the CTO and puts his hands on the back of his chair:: ALL: Kootenai Station has been picked for a mission which the Federation Council has deemed a matter of extreme security.

ADMTraver says:
::watches the faces of the crew intently ::

MJRT`Keer says:
All: A danger to the Federation exists, one which we believe represents a fundamental danger to the alliance between the Federation and the Romulan Star Emprie.

EO_Lalin says:
::looks at T'keer oddly::

CSO_Temal says:
::keeps a stern poker face::

FCO_Hicks says:
::Ponders what is being said::

OPS_Kerst says:
::keeps "Vulcan" face on::

CTO_Krez says:
::looks disturbed that he cannot face T'Keer whileT'Keer is behind him::

CMO_Tae says:
:: listens intently ::

ADMTraver says:
::looks over at T'Keer and back over the faces of the crew::

MJRT`Keer says:
All: I don't believe that I need to remind you that this information should be considered classified Omega - SSI Clearance.

CSO_Temal says:
::think sthe Romulans are looking around a bit more then usual::

EO_Lalin says:
::continues watching T'keer::

MJRT`Keer says:
::lets go of the CTO's chair and moves to one of the wall panels at the end of the room pulling up a map:: This is planet RJX-4.  It is in system 23X-1.

ADMTraver says:
::speaks up looking directly at the CO:   I cannot express the importance of your cooperation and assistance 

CTO_Krez says:
::relaxes a little::

CO_Regin says:
You will have our full cooperation, Admiral

EO_Lalin says:
::eyes the map intently::

MJRT`Keer says:
::nods at the Admiral's words and waits:: CO: If you do not feel this mission is important enough, we can find someone else to lead it.

ADMTraver says:
::Nods toward the captain::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Thinks to himself, they need better mnames for planets the RJX-3::

CMO_Tae says:
:: studies the map ::

CEO_Megan says:
::waits to hear the actual point behind this::

FCO_Hicks says:
::Thinks the Major is coming on a little harsh::

CO_Regin says:
T'Keer: I fully understand the importance of this

CSO_Temal says:
::quickly memorizes map and gets back to T'Keer::

MJRT`Keer says:
CO: Good.  Now then ..... Admiral/Captain: Now if I may be allowed to continue ..... ?

CO_Regin says:
::nods::

ADMTraver says:
::looks at the captain and to T'Keer:: 

ADMTraver says:
::Nods to T'Keer to continue::

MJRT`Keer says:
::pointing at the map:: All: Note the nearness to vital Romulan facilities.

FCO_Hicks says:
::Thinks: Can we get to the point, please?::

ADMTraver says:
::Knows T"keeras concerns::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Thinks, can this go any slower, he seems to be stalling on purpose::

EO_Lalin says:
::rubs his chin::

MJRT`Keer says:
All: Of course this area of space is largely uncharted by the Federation, and a Starfleet presence is nearly nonexistant.

ADMTraver says:
::Looks at T"keer::

CMO_Tae says:
:: continues to listen ::

MJRT`Keer says:
All: As for a Romulan presence ... this area of space is largely unimportant to the Empire, Dessica II being its only major planet.

MJRT`Keer says:
All: A Romulan Science station did exist their some time ago ... however it was abandoned prior to the Domion War.

CSO_Temal says:
::abandoned, something to check out::

ADMTraver says:
::looks around to see if everyone is understanding::

OPS_Kerst says:
::abanded?, Romulans don't usally abandond things::

CTO_Krez says:
::keeps keen attention on T'Keer::

CEO_Megan says:
::looks confused::

MJRT`Keer says:
All: Now then, the Tal Shiar has reason to believe that a small group of subversives have begun to set up a resistance operation on RJX-4.  Your job is to infiltrate this group and attempt to determine their true purpose.

MJRT`Keer says:
Admiral: Anything to add?

CSO_Temal says:
::resistance, probably took control of the base::

ADMTraver says:
::Looks at everyone and back to T''Keer: any and all special equiopment that you may need will be provided by starfleet.  Again i must impress upon you the importance of this mission 

OPS_Kerst says:
::The "subversies" probaple kicked th erommies out, and now they what us to get it back for them::

ADMTraver says:
All: and also the classification.  what is discussed here must not leave this room. ::said sternly::

CO_Regin says:
T'Keer: What is this group trying to subvert?  Our treaty?

EO_Lalin says:
::nods at the admiral::

CTO_Krez says:
T'Keer: Pardon me Major, is this a group of Romulans?

ADMTraver says:
ALL:you are also given permission to stop this group at any cost

CEO_Megan says:
::thinks this must be pretty important to warrant such extreme security::

ADMTraver says:
ALL : do you understand ?

OPS_Kerst says:
::thinks, this is making no sence at all::

CSO_Temal says:
::any cost, wonders if there is another reason::

CEO_Megan says:
::nods::

CO_Regin says:
Admiral: Of course, sir.  But we need more information first

CMO_Tae says:
:: nods ::

OPS_Kerst says:
::slight nod::

ADMTraver says:
Capt: what other information do you need?

EO_Lalin says:
Admiral: When are we leaving?

MJRT`Keer says:
CO: The Tal Shiar believes the groups overall goal to be the destruction of the alliance between the Federation and the Star Empire.  It is believed that it is an isolationist movement bent on the seclusion on Romulus and Remus from all matters of Interstellar conflict.

ADMTraver says:
EO: you will leave as soon as everything has been readied and secure

MJRT`Keer says:
CTO: It is believed so ...

EO_Lalin says:
ADM: Aye sir

EO_Lalin says:
::turns back to T'keer::

OPS_Kerst says:
::wonders why the Romualn gov't isn't handling it, there is more to this they they are letting on::

CTO_Krez says:
T'Keer: Then how would we be able to infiltrate?

CO_Regin says:
Admiral: If we discover that this is a group of Romulans, how does the prime directive apply?

ADMTraver says:
::looks sternly at the Captain: the prime directive does not apply to terrorists captain

OPS_Kerst says:
::Terroiasts! that news::

EO_Lalin says:
::practically gasps at the Admiral::

OPS_Kerst says:
::tries to keep emotions in check::

CO_Regin says:
Admiral: I agree.  But if this is a Romulan group, trying to change Romulan policy, it seems like the Prime Directive does apply

MJRT`Keer says:
::glowers quietly:: All: Nor does it apply to small groups of dissidents which have complete warp capability.

ADMTraver says:
::looks at the crew: this is a covert operation

OPS_Kerst says:
::sombodey big whats to cover their butt::

MJRT`Keer says:
CO: Until they decide to come across the Neutral Zone and take out ffour or five of your key listening and spy posts.

EO_Lalin says:
T'keer: Will we have any other obstacles to overcome?

ADMTraver says:
Capt:prime directive does not apply in this covert operation.  Please pay careful attention to the details of the maps that will be put in fronot of you

FCO_Hicks says:
::I'm just ready to get on with it, whatever it is::

CTO_Krez says:
ADM: So, are we to pose as Romulans?  I suspect I will have a hard time being altered to resemble the Major's species....

MJRT`Keer says:
::coughs and gets himself back under control:: Admiral: We really need to move this along.  The Engineering teams still have to start installing the Cloaking Device this crew is to use.

OPS_Kerst says:
::can't hold back any longer:; Why doesn;'t the Romulan gov't handle this?

CSO_Temal says:
::makes quick note on PADD to research certain topics::

ADMTraver says:
::Nods to T"keer with a look::

ADMTraver says:
::passes out some maps::

CSO_Temal says:
::cloaking device, this must be Top Priority::

EO_Lalin says:
::takes a map and stares at it intently::

ADMTraver says:
::walks to the back of the room while T'keer continues::

CSO_Temal says:
::studies map intently so to memorize it::

MJRT`Keer says:
EO: Of course you will ...

CMO_Tae says:
:: looks at the map ::

EO_Lalin says:
T'keer: Like what?

CO_Regin says:
::gives his crew a look to silence them::

ADMTraver says:
::stands and watches the crew and wonders if they made a mistake in choosing them::

CEO_Megan says:
::glances at the map and has it memorized, focuses her attention on the command figures::

CSO_Temal says:
::thinks the EO is being too inquisitive::

MJRT`Keer says:
::goes and stands behind the OPS officer placing his hands, with great romulan patience, on the back on the OPS officers chair:: OPS: Because the Romulan Government is asking for your help.

MJRT`Keer says:
EO: Good question.

OPS_Kerst says:
::tries to control temper::

MJRT`Keer says:
All: But then perhaps your questions should be addressed to the man in charge of this mission .... Captain.

EO_Lalin says:
::raises an eyebrow at T'keer::

CTO_Krez says:
:: remains very curious and alert::

CO_Regin says:
T'Keer: I assume I'll be receiving a more thorough briefing of what lies ahead?

ADMTraver says:
::looks at the captain:: once those that can be altered are altered a more  thorough briefing should be ready

CSO_Temal says:
::wonders if the Cutlass will encounter hostile, and armed, resistance::

MJRT`Keer says:
CO: All the information you will need is currently being downloaded to your command computers.

CEO_Megan says:
::feels sick at the thought of being "altered"::

CO_Regin says:
Major: We will complete the mission

ADMTraver says:
::nods and watches the crew::

ADMTraver says:
::sighs::

EO_Lalin says:
::puts his hand on Megan's shoulder:: CEO: Are you allright? You look a little pale

MJRT`Keer says:
CO: Yes, you will.

CEO_Megan says:
::shakes her head:: I'm fine

CO_Regin says:
T'Keer: I assume that's all?

CEO_Megan says:
::takes a deep breath::

CMO_Tae says:
:: looks over at Megan ::

EO_Lalin says:
CEO: Allright ::smiles:: this is what I always wanted to try

MJRT`Keer says:
CO: As far as the Tal Shiar is concerned, that is all.

ADMTraver says:
::nods to the major ::

CSO_Temal says:
::wonders if the notourios Section 31 will have anything to do with this?::

CO_Regin says:
Admiral: Is there anything else, sir?

ADMTraver says:
Captain: just eveything is in the ready.  I wish you all luck

CO_Regin says:
Admiral: Thank you, sir

CO_Regin says:
Crew: Dismissed.  Report to your quarters immediately

ADMTraver says:
::Nods to the captan and watches the crew depart::

CSO_Temal says:
::gets up and heads for quarters::

EO_Lalin says:
::gets up and walks out of the briefing room::

FCO_Hicks says:
::Leaves for his quarters::

CMO_Tae says:
:: gets up and head to her qtrs ::

OPS_Kerst says:
::slowyly gets up, galses at T'Keer, then heads for his quaters::

ADMTraver says:
::looks over at T"Keer with concern::

EO_Lalin says:
::walks to a TL:: TL: Deck 6

CTO_Krez says:
::gets up, and looks to CO and takes his gaze to T'Keer questioningly::

CEO_Megan says:
::hesitates for a moment, then gets up, is the last to leave::

ADMTraver says:
:;watches the crew and their looks::

CSO_Temal says:
::exits room and glances at CMO::  ~~~~~~CMO: so, what do you think of all that?~~~~~~~~

OPS_Kerst says:
EO: hold that TL

EO_Lalin says:
TL: HOld it

OPS_Kerst says:
:Enters TL: thanks

CMO_Tae says:
~~~~~~~~CSO:  Honestly, it makes me nervous.~~~~~~~~~

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  The crew finds equipment packed and ready to go near their beds.  There is also a PADD with more in-depth maps of the area, along with some Romulan security codes.

CSO_Temal says:
::glances at map in quarters::

ADMTraver says:
::walks over to T'Keer and whispers quietly::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Studies map, debates bringing broadsword along with him::

CSO_Temal says:
CMO: security codes, these must have been difficult to retain

CMO_Tae says:
:: nods ::

EO_Lalin says:
::walks into his quarters and takes a look at the map::

ADMTraver says:
::exits briefing room with the major::

EO_Lalin says:
::practices his Romulan in the mirror::

CNS_Toni says:
:: Studies maps and clothing:

CEO_Megan says:
::sees her carton of equipment next to the CO's on the floor, goes through it::

CTO_Krez says:
::walks toward door with one final, suspicious glance toward T'Keer::

CSO_Temal says:
::memorizes map details and codes, picks up suit and carefully conceals it on self::

CTO_Krez says:
::leaves briefing room finally and rushes to his quarters::

CO_Regin says:
::picks up his box::  *All*: Report to the Cutlass as soon as possible

ADMTraver says:
::gives the cto a stern look::

CNS_Toni says:
::Wonders how her skills will make a big difference:

EO_Lalin says:
::smiles satisfied with his accent and etc. and takes a look at the rest of the stuff::

FCO_Hicks says:
::Takes out the black ops uniform.  Begins changing::

MJRT`Keer says:
::looks at the admiral with a stony glance::

CEO_Megan says:
::heads for the Cutlass with the CO::

CTO_Krez says:
::arrives at quarters, grabs his equipment, and heads to the USS Cutlass::

EO_Lalin says:
::picks up the rest of the stuff and heads for the Cultass::

ADMTraver says:
::returns the look and motions him out the door::

CSO_Temal says:
::sits down and takes a quick voice card and orders computer to send it if I don't return::

EO_Lalin says:
::memorizes the security codes on the way::

FCO_Hicks says:
::Heading for the Cutlass::

CMO_Tae says:
:: picks up the equipment and heads towards the Cutlass ::

CNS_Toni says:
::Pulls back Hair, Picks up Padd, makes notes.

CSO_Temal says:
::sees CMO exit::  ~~~~~~CMO: I'll catch up in a minute~~~~~~~~~

EO_Lalin says:
::taps his commbadge:: *CMO*: Think you'll need any help with the altering?

CTO_Krez says:
::arrives at the Cutlass and begins final preparations to her tactical systems::

CSO_Temal says:
::fills bag with needed equipment and picks up uniform, exits quarters::

CMO_Tae says:
*EO*  I don't think so, but you can help if you want.

EO_Lalin says:
*CMO*: Thanks, I really miss doc duties

MJRT`Keer says:
::follows the admiral down a corridor::

CEO_Megan says:
CO: I hope this goes well...

EO_Lalin says:
::gets to the Cutlass::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  The crew gathers on the Cutlass.

CO_Regin says:
CEO: I hope so, too

CSO_Temal says:
::exits TL and heads for Docking Bay where the Cutlass is at::

FCO_Hicks says:
::On the Cutlass Bridge::

CEO_Megan says:
::arrives on the Cutlass::

CO_Regin says:
::in the center seat::

CNS_Toni says:
:: Repacks bag, picks it up and heads for The Cutlass::

CMO_Tae says:
:: gets ready to make the alterations ::

CSO_Temal says:
::drops off belongings in quarters and heads for the bridge::

CSO_Temal says:
::is in black uniform::

CTO_Krez says:
::goes to Cutlass's engineering room and looks over the Cloaking Device::

EO_Lalin says:
::walks into sickbay::

CSO_Temal says:
::enters the bridge and begins examining controls again::

CNS_Toni says:
:: arriving in Cutlass, heads for SB to get alterated:

CEO_Megan says:
::enters the bridge::

CO_Regin says:
*CTO*: How's the cloaking device look?

EO_Lalin says:
CMO: Are you sure you don't mind if I assist?

FCO_Hicks says:
::Sits at the CONN, Runs shipwide systems checks::

CSO_Temal says:
::begins running systems checks on all scientific related systems::

OPS-Kerst says:
:at OPS:

CMO_Tae says:
:: looks over at EO ::  EO:  Not at all.

EO_Lalin says:
::smiles:: CMO: Great

CSO_Temal says:
CO: there has been a download into our banks

CO_Regin says:
CSO: As expected.  Study the information

FCO_Hicks says:
::Alarmed at a course already programmed into the CONN::

CEO_Megan says:
::goes to the ENG station and begins running diagnostics on the cloaking device::

CNS_Toni says:
CMO:this isn't gonna hurt is it?

OPS-Kerst says:
:Runs diagnastics on ships power systems:

CSO_Temal says:
CO: aye sir ::begins to read over and memorize the new infomation::

CTO_Krez says:
*CO*: I'm examining it now, sir... I cannot detect anything irregular about it and it appears to be in perfect working order

CMO_Tae says:
CNS:  No.

CO_Regin says:
FCO: Take us out

CSO_Temal says:
::scans information for any viruses or such and downloads into main databank::

EO_Lalin says:
::smiles at the counselor and gets the equipment ready::

CNS_Toni says:
CMO: will it be hard to remove when you are don? I really do not relish the though of being altered, I like my face the way it is now.

FCO_Hicks says:
CO: Aye sir. ::1/4 impulse::

CSO_Temal says:
::checks results from scans::

CO_Regin says:
CEO: As soon as we're away from the station, engage the cloak

CTO_Krez says:
*CO*: We might want the CEO look it over as well, though...I can't say that I completely trust this situation, sir.

CEO_Megan says:
CO: Understood.

CMO_Tae says:
CNS:  I don't enjoy this any more than you do.  You'll be fine when it comes off.

CTO_Krez says:
*CO*: She may catch something I didn't...

CSO_Temal says:
::prepares for primary sensor array to go offline::

CNS_Toni says:
CMO: Well, let's get on with it.

EO_Lalin says:
CNS: She's right, these alterations can be undone easier then they are done

CO_Regin says:
*CTO*: We'll have to do it en route.  We're under a tight time constraint

CTO_Krez says:
*CO*: Of course, sir... I'm returning to the bridge unless you would have me monitor the Cloaking device?

CMO_Tae says:
:: starts with the alterations ::

CSO_Temal says:
CO: are you sure you want to cloak so soon, we will only be able to do passive scans with our lateral sensor array while we're cloaked?

EO_Lalin says:
::assists Tae where it's needed::

CO_Regin says:
CSO: I'd like to test it out before we need it

OPS-Kerst says:
CO: We should make sure we are away from all traffic so noone botices us disapearing.

CSO_Temal says:
CO: we might want more details of the area

CSO_Temal says:
CO; aye sir

OPS-Kerst says:
CO: ready to activate cloak on your order.

CSO_Temal says:
::takes final LRS and SRS with primary sensors::

EO_Lalin says:
CMO: Did you specialize in xeno-biology at the academy?

CNS_Toni says:
:: Thinks that is was a good idea that I asked XO Cain for details about Romulan counselors:

CMO_Tae says:
EO:  Not really.  Apparently I'm just very observant.

CNS_Toni says:
CMO: let me know as soon as you are done, I have more notes to study:

CSO_Temal says:
FCO: I am sending data to your of the systems we will enters, there are a few asteroid fields you will want to avoid

EO_Lalin says:
CMO: You're doing this very well, I thought you majored in xeno-biology ::smiles::

CTO_Krez says:
::returns to his position at Tactical on the Bridge::

CMO_Tae says:
:: smiles ::  EO: Thanks.

FCO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Acknowledged.

CSO_Temal says:
::wonders if CEO will upgrade the Cutlass's computer core soon, begins to transfer data to the helm and OPS::

CMO_Tae says:
:: finishes with CNS alterations ::  CNS:  All done.  You can go admire yourself now.

EO_Lalin says:
CNS: Good luck when it comes time for the mission

CSO_Temal says:
OPS/FCO: did you sucessfully recieve the data?

CNS_Toni says:
CMO:: Gees, I look just wonderful, don't you know.

FCO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Affirmative.

OPS-Kerst says:
:ckeks data: CSO: Confirmed

CSO_Temal says:
::nods head::

CO_Regin says:
FCO: Engage the preset course and speed

CTO_Krez says:
::runs through all the info supplied to his Tactical station by the Admiral::

FCO_Hicks says:
CO:  Aye, sir.  ::Taps the CONN panel::

CO_Regin says:
CEO: Engage cloak

CEO_Megan says:
CO: I am engaging the cloaking device... NOW

OPS-Kerst says:
::Monitors power systems as cloak enggaes::

FCO_Hicks says:
CO:  Traveling at high warp on preset course.

CTO_Krez says:
::wlaks over to CO and speaks in hushed tones:: Once we're underway, may we talk privately sir?

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<--------- Pause Mission --------->

